
 

Welcome to the Trailhead Spa, where the adventure of the west meets the tranquil healing of the Platte River Valley. 
We believe in genuine listening—to the rhythms of our bodies, to the sounds of our valley, to the longings of our spirit. 
Perfectly crafted for you, our treatments incorporate a nurturing blend of organic products, skillful techniques, and a 
holistic setting to bring about a healing renewal only possible at the soul-inspiring Brush Creek Ranch.

TRAILHEAD SPA MENU

MEDICINE BOW MASSAGE 
Our signature massage is the perfect complement 
to every Brush Creek Ranch vacation. With a blend of 
aromatherapy and warm oil, your massage therapist 
will create the ultimate treatment based on your 
preferred pressure and styles. 
30 MINUTES $150 | 60 MINUTES $170 

90 MINUTES $250

ARNICA DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE  
After a day of riding the range, come relax with the 
deepest, most luxurious massage in the west. Your 
therapist will soothe muscle aches with joint-reviving 
arnica gel and apply strong pressure techniques for 
ultimate relaxation. 
60 MINUTES $205 | 90 MINUTES $285

BULL’S-EYE MASSAGE 
Inspired by our archery range, this treatment zeros in 
on specific sore spots with arnica healing potion for 
your aches and bruises. Treatment concludes with a 
sandalwood follicle stimulating scalp massage. 
60 MIN $225 | 90 MIN $300

BREATHE DEEP 
We utilize the classic benefits of hot and cool 
stones with a face and upper body massage to help 
transition to the altitude adjustment and relieve 
headaches.  
60 MIN $170 | 90 MIN $250 

WYOMING RIVER STONE MASSAGE 
A therapeutic and rejuvenating massage using warm 
stones and moderate deep pressure to intensely 
soothe tired, aching muscles and aid relaxation.   
90 MIN $285

MASSAGE FACIALS

BRUSH CREEK SIGNATURE 
Steam away the dust from your travels and relax with a 
custom facial designed to perfectly match your skin type 
and reveal your natural luminous beauty.  
All facials use organic world-renowned Éminence  
Organic Skin Care products. 
60 MINUTES $175 | 90 MINUTES $225

MOUNTAIN SPRING HYDRATION 
The unique organics featured in this facial create a 
complete hydrating therapy, stimulating the skins natural 
processes and leaving a visibly smoother appearance. 
60 MIN $175 |90 MIN $225

PAINTBRUSH FACIAL 
Calm sensitive irritated skin with this unique facial 
specifically targeting redness and dehydration. An 
enriching treatment designed to hydrate, balance, 
and revitalize your complexion.  
60 MIN | $175 

COWBOY FACIAL  
Deeply Cleanses, hydrates and smooths skin leaving 
your complexion instantly energized. 
60 MIN | $175

SALON SERVICES

BASIC MANICURE | 45 MIN $60

BASIC PEDICURE | 45 MIN $80

DELUXE MANICURE | 60 MIN $75

DELUXE PEDICURE | 60 MIN $95

 FACIAL ENHANCEMENTS 
 
EYE ZONE 
Diminishes the appearance of dark circle, puffiness 
and tired eyes with our Jade roller treatment 
$45 ADD ON

LIP SCRUB 
Scrub away dry, dehydrated lips with the treatment 
that exfoliates and drenches lips in moisture 
$45 ADD ON

MIRCO-CURRENT 
Improve muscle tone with the addition of this 
gentle electrical micro-current to any facial 
$45 ADD ON

BLOW DRY AND STYLE | 45 MIN $75

WOMEN’S HAIRCUT | 60 MIN $100

MEN’S HAIRCUT | 30 MIN $85

MAKEUP | 45 MIN $125

WAXING | TIME AND PRICES VARY

PONY EXPRESS (KIDS) MANI | 30 MIN $50

PONY EXPRESS (KIDS) PEDI | 30 MIN $75  



BODY TREATMENTS WELLNESS MENU

SIGNATURE TEEPEE JOURNEY 
AVAILABLE AT 9AM AND 1PM SEASONALLY. 
Our world-renowned teepee excursion is the perfect 
blend of nature’s beauty with spa serenity. Practitioners 
will guide your mind and body to harmonize with the 
tranquil sound of the river’s flow in this one-of-a-kind 
spirit renewal in nature. After a brief calming meditation, 
the treatment begins with a traditional sage cleanse, 
followed by an intuitive massage using a Wyoming native 
herb infused aromatherapy blend. 
180 MINUTES $450 | COUPLES $800

END OF THE TRAIL SALT SCRUB  
Indulge in an invigorating and exfoliating salt scrub 
made just for you, followed by a relaxing application. We 
use organic hydrating oils, essential oils and salts to leave 
you polished and nourished from head to toe.  
60 MIN $200 | 120 MIN (INCLUDES MASSAGE) $370

SPIRIT OF BRUSH CREEK WRAP 
The ultimate skin conditioning treatment for the body 
with the healing hydration wrap that rejuvenates your 
whole being, leaving your skin hydrated and glowing.  
60 MIN $200 | 120 MIN (INCLUDES MASSAGE) $370

GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE! 
No matter how crazy your night in the Saloon, this 
detoxifying homemade mud wrap and scalp massage 
will rejuvenate your body and ease your headache for the 
next adventure on the Ranch. 
60 MIN $200 | 120 MIN (INCLUDES MASSAGE) $370

HEAD, HANDS AND FEET  
Relieve fatigue from your travels and completely unwind 
with an aromatherapy footbath followed by a fully 
clothed foot, hand and scalp reflexology massage.  
60 MINUTES $170 | 90 MINUTES $250

SIGNATURE TEEPEE JOURNEY  
WITH INTUITIVE YOGA FLOW 
Enjoy a 60-minute revitalizing yoga class in our 
traditional teepee, followed by the Signature  
Teepee Journey experience.  
180 MINUTES $500 | COUPLES $900

SPA ENHANCEMENTS 

WYOMING RIVER HOT STONES  
The perfect conclusion to a day of adventure. Add warm 
stones to your treatment to enhance relaxation.  
$45 ADD ON

SCALP MASSAGE TREATMENT 
Invigorate your scalp and ease your mind with our wild 
lime scalp massage enhancement. 
$45 ADD ON

ARNICA MUSCLE SORENESS  
RECOVERY POTION 
A homeopathic remedy to treat muscle soreness, bruises 
and strains. 
$45 ADD ON

PRIVATE YOGA WORKSHOP 
Enjoy a personal and private lesson tailored to your 
interests. Whether you would like to work on pose 
progression, breathing or any yogic concept, our instructors 
are dedicated to help you grow in your practice. 
60 MIN $120 | 120 MIN $240

GUIDED MEDITATION 
Whether you’ve practiced meditation for years or this  
is your first time, we will guide you on a meditation inspired 
by the true spirit of Brush Creek Ranch. 
60 MIN $120

PRANAYAMA RAINDROP TREATMENT 
Kindle your inner light as you taste the sweetness of 
your deepest breath. This 8 step aromatherapy journey 
combines gentle energy brightening massage with ancient 
yogic breathing techniques to revitalize the spirit and 
illuminate your truest self.  
2 HOURS $375 

ESSENTIAL OILS CLASS 
Learn how to create a healthy natural lifestyle with 
aromatherapy. This class will focus on custom blending for 
immunity, muscle tension relief and emotional support. 
Students will take home their own aromatherapy bath 
salts, massage oil and healing balm. 
2 STUDENTS, 60 MIN $180 

$40 PER ADDITIONAL STUDENT

HOURS OF OPERATION  |  9AM-7PM

RESERVATIONS | May be pre-booked at  
spa@brushcreekranch.com or by calling  
307-327-2041. During your stay you can stop by the 
Activities Barn or Spa to make an appointment.

EARLY MORNING OR LATE NIGHT APPOINTMENTS | 
Appointments may be made outside of normal operating 
hours for a 40% increase in treatment price.

CHECK IN | We encourage you to check in 20 
minutes prior to your appointment.

CANCELLATION POLICY | All cancellations must be made 
24 hours prior to appointment. Missed appointments 
will be charged in full, including service fee.

LATE ARRIVALS | All appointments will end at the  
scheduled time.

PAYMENT INFORMATION | A 20% service fee, as well as 
local taxes, will be added to all Spa services and will be 
charged to your guest folio unless otherwise requested.

ALL SERVICES AND PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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